ABSTRACT Genotype by environment interaction is a phenomenon that a better genotype in one environment may perform poorly in another environment. When the genotype refers to a quantitative trait locus (QTL), this phenomenon is called QTL by environment interaction, denoted by Q·E. Using a recently developed new Bayesian method and genome-wide marker information, we estimated and tested QTL main effects and Q·E interactions for a well-known barley dataset produced by the North American Barley Genome Mapping Project. This dataset contained seven quantitative traits collected from 145 doubledhaploid (DH) lines evaluated in multiple environments, which derived from a cross between two Canadian two-row barley lines, Harrington and TR306. Numerous main effects and Q·E interaction effects have been detected for all seven quantitative traits. However, main effects seem to be more important than the Q·E interaction effects for all seven traits examined. The number of main effects detected varied from 26 for the maturity trait to 75 for the heading trait, with an average of 61.86. The heading trait has the most detected effects, with a total of 98 (75 main, 29 Q·E). Among the 98 effects, 6 loci had both the main and Q·E effects. Among the total number of detected loci, on average, 78.5% of the loci show the main effects whereas 34.9% of the loci show Q·E interactions. Overall, we detected many loci with either the main or the Q·E effects, and the main effects appear to be more important than the Q·E interaction effects for all the seven traits. This means that most detected loci have a constant effect across environments. Another discovery from this analysis is that Q·E interaction occurs independently, regardless whether the locus has main effects.
Genotype by environment interaction is a phenomenon that genotype effects may significantly differ across environments. When the genotype refers to a quantitative trait locus (QTL), G·E interaction is renamed as QTL by environment interaction, denoted by Q·E. The magnitude of Q·E interaction for a particular locus is measured by the deviation of the estimated QTL effect in a specific environment from the average estimated QTL effect across environments. A QTL with a small Q·E interaction is more stable than a QTL with a larger Q·E interaction. A more stable QTL has a wider inference space and can be used in plant breeding across all environments. On the contrary, an unstable QTL can only be used in the environment from which it is detected.
Q·E interactions for quantitative traits in crops across multiple environments have been ubiquitous. Boer et al. (2007) reported that most of the detected QTL controlling grain yield and grain moisture of maize were influenced by temperature differences during critical stages of the growth. Li et al. (2010) found that several QTL governing growth trajectories of soybean cause significant genotype-environment interaction for plant height. Paterson et al. (2003) showed that genetic control of cotton fiber quality was markedly affected both by general difference between growing seasons and by specific differences in water management regimes. Yang et al. (2007) found that majority of the QTL detected for nine quantitative traits of wheat interact with drought stress and well-watered conditions. As for barley, G·E or Q·E interactions have been reported by several investigators (Cherif et al. 2010; Hayes et al. 1993; Piepho 2000; Tinker et al. 1996) .
Three models have been proposed for detection of Q·E interaction. The simplest method is the standard two-way ANOVA (Pillen et al. 2003; Tinker and Mather 1995) , in which Q·E interaction is tested one marker at a time. A slightly more advanced method is the split-plot ANOVA (Utz and Melchinger 1996; Utz et al. 2000) , in which each genotype is considered to be a main plot, and observations from different environments play the role of split-plots. The common practice for Q·E analysis is to conduct interval mapping (Lander and Botstein 1989) or composite interval mapping (Zeng 1994 ) for each environment separately and then to compare the QTL mapping results for these environments . If a QTL is detected in some environments but not in others, Q·E interaction is implied. This approach is subject to the same drawback as the ANOVA in terms of ignoring the covariance of the residuals because data are analyzed one environment at a time. Multivariate repeated measurement analysis is a more advanced method of Q·E analysis. Phenotypes of the same trait measured in different environments are treated as "different traits." This multivariate approach to QTL mapping was first proposed by Jiang and Zeng (1995) . The advantage of this method is that the variance-covariance matrix of the residuals can be incorporated into the model. So far, only unstructured covariance matrix (full positive definite matrix) has been considered under the multivariate QTL mapping. Recently, Piepho (2005) proposed a mixed-model approach to modeling highly structured covariance matrix and showed that the mixed-model approach outperforms all the methods described above. Chen et al. (2010) recently developed a new Bayesian shrinkage method for estimating and testing Q·E interactions. This method estimates all main effects and Q·E interactions simultaneously in a single model. When the number of environments is large, Chen et al. (2010) used the variance of the estimated QTL effects across multiple environments as a measure of the Q·E interaction. This approach has tremendously simplified Q·E studies. In addition, they incorporated the permutation analysis into the Q·E study and provided a significance n test for each effect. Chen et al. (2010) used the yield trait of barley as an example to demonstrate the application of the new method. Numerous main and Q·E study interaction effects were detected for that trait. This well-known barley data set was developed by the North American Barley Genome Mapping Project (Tinker et al. 1996) . In the barley experiment, the investigators measured a total of seven quantitative traits from multiple environments and a total of 127 mapped markers that cover 1500 cM of the barley genome. Incorporating all 127 markers into a single model, Chen et al. (2010) only analyzed one of these traits.
To capture the whole-genome marker information, we inserted a pseudo marker every 5 cM for a marker interval greater than 5 cM, and the total number of loci was 304. Then we analyzed all seven traits with 304 markers using the new method to draw general conclusions and reported the results in this study. As the genome coverage of the markers was quite high, no QTL would be missed. A general conclusion about the relative importance of Q·E in these quantitative traits is drawn, which can help us understand the genetic architecture of the complex quantitative traits to guide practical breeding programs of barley aimed at improving crop production in difficult environments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental data
The data were retrieved from the North American Barley Genome Mapping Project (NABGMP) website (http://gnome.agrenv.mcgill.ca/).
The experimental design and results were reported by Tinker et al. (1996) . For the article to be self-contained, we briefly summarized the experiment here. This experiment consisted of a doubled haploid population with n 5 145 lines derived from a cross between two Canadian two-row barley lines, Harrington and TR306. Seven traits were investigated in the project: yield, heading, maturity, height, lodging, kernel weight, and test weight. The 145 lines were grown in a range of environments: yield was measured in 28 environments, heading in 29, maturity in 15, height in 27, lodging in 17, kernel weight in 25, and test weight in 28 environments. A total of 127 mapped markers covered 1500 cM of the barley genome (seven chromosomes). The genotype of each marker was coded as 21 for the TR306 allele and +1 for the Harrington allele. A missing genotype was coded as 0. The data contained about 4.9% missing marker genotypes and a few missing phenotypes. We inserted a pseudo marker every 5 cM of the genome for a marker interval greater than 5 cM. Including the inserted pseudo markers, the total number of loci subject to analysis was 304. Missing marker and pseudo marker genotypes were inferred from flanking marker information using the multipoint method (Jiang and Zeng 1997) . For example, the genotype indicator variable for line j at marker k is defined as
for for Let p jk 5 PrðZ jk 5 1jmarkerÞ be the conditional probability of Z jk 5 1 inferred from all markers of the current chromosome. The conditional expectation for a missing Z jk is
which will replace Z jk if Z jk is missing. It should be noted that each marker (true or pseudo) will be treated as a putative QTL in this research, i.e., only the effects of markers (true and pseudo) will be estimated. If a QTL is located between two markers, its effect would be picked up by the two flanking markers. Hereafter, we use markers (including true and pseudo markers) and putative QTL interchangeably. The missing phenotype y ji for line j in the ith environment was drawn from the normal distribution with mean m i and variance s 2 i , where m i is the average of phenotypes of all lines in the ith environment and s 2 i is the variance of phenotypes across lines in the ith environment. The seven traits were analyzed separately in seven analyses. The numbers of environments whose data contribute to the analysis for all traits are given in Table 2 .
Statistical method
Let y j 5 ½ y j1 y j2 . . . y jm T be the phenotypic values for line j collected in m environments. The multivariate model for y j is
where
T is a vector of intercepts, Z jk is a numerically coded genotypic indicator variable for line j at locus k, for k ¼ 1,. . ., p, where p 5 304 is the number of markers, including true and pseudo markers, g k 5 ½ g k1 g k2 . . . g km T is an m·1 vector of QTL effects for the m environments and the residual error vector j j is assumed to be multivariate normal with density pðj j Þ 5 Nðj j j0; uÞ, where u is an m·m variance -covariance matrix. The variance-covariance structures of residual errors considered are identity, diagonal and factor analytic structured matrices.
For locus k, the mean of the marker effects cross the environments g k represents the main effects and the variance of the marker effects s 2 k represents the Q · E interaction. We used
to represent the uniformity of the QTL effects cross environments. When there is no Q · E interaction, we expect that g k1 5 g k2 5 ⋯ ¼ g km and thus s 2 k 5 0. Since the method is a Bayesian method, prior and posterior distributions of parameters are required in the analysis. These distributions have been described in detail by Chen et al. (2010) and thus are not provided here in this report.
MCMC sampling
The MCMC-implemented Bayesian analysis developed by Chen et al. (2010) was used for parameter estimation. The overall Markov chain contained 160,000 iterations. The first 40,000 iterations were deleted from the post MCMC analysis (burn-in deletion). Thereafter, the observations were saved in every 40 iterations to reduce the autocorrelation among different observations of the posterior samples. Therefore, the final posterior sample for analysis contained 3000 observations. Posterior means and other posterior statistics were obtained from the posterior sample of the 3000 observations. In order to select the optimal covariance structures for fitting the each trait, we used the Bayesian information criteria (BIC) to evaluate the performance of the five models. The BIC score was calculated using
Model selection
where L is the likelihood function, p is the number of parameters, and n is the sample size. The BIC scores for the seven traits are shown in Table 1 . As seen in Table 1 , the minimum BIC scores of the lodging and maturity traits are under the first-order factor scenario and those of the remaining traits with the heterogeneous residual variance structure model reach the minimum values. These indicate that the first-order factor analytic model outperforms the other models for lodging and maturity traits and the heterogeneous residual variance structure model for the remaining traits. Therefore, we will analyze the lodging and maturity traits using the first-order factor analytic model and the remaining traits with heterogeneous residual variance structure model in the subsequent studies.
Permutation test
To test the significance of the QTL effects, we conducted a permutation test to generate the null distribution of each main effect and each Q·E interaction. In the permutation analysis, we repeated the MCMC sampling method but randomly shuffled the phenotypes to artificially destroy the association between the markers and the phenotypes. This permutation test for Bayesian shrinkage analysis was proposed by Che and Xu (2010) . We adopted this permutation analysis to draw the critical values for significance tests. The number of iterations for the permutation analysis was the same as that described for the original data analysis. The posterior distribution for each g k and s 2 k was inferred from the permuted posterior samples to draw the null distribution. An actual estimate of g k beyond the 0.5% and 99.5% interval indicates significant main effect while an actual estimate of s 2 k larger than the 99% of the null distribution indicates significant Q · E interaction.
RESULTS
We wrote a SAS/IML program to implement the Bayesian analysis.
The program took about 3654 CPU hours to complete the entire analysis for each trait on a Pentium PC with a 3.6-GHz processor and 3.00 GB RAM. The estimated QTL effect profiles, including the main effect and Q · E interaction, are depicted in Figure 1 for the trait yield. The figure also includes the 99% confidence interval profiles of the null distribution generated from the permutation analysis. The estimated QTL effect profiles for the remaining six traits are shown in Table 1 . The number of main effects varied from 26 (maturity) to 75 (heading) with an average of 61.86. Apparently, heading has the most detected effects with a total of 98 effects (75 main and 29 Q·E effects). Among the 98 effects, 6 loci had both the main and Q·E effects. Among the total number of detected loci, on average, 78.5% of the loci show the main effects, and 34.9% of the loci show Q·E interaction. This means that main effects contribute more of the genetic variance than the Q·E interaction effects. Other summary statistics can be found in the last column of Table 2 . Overall, we detected many loci with either the main or the Q·E effects and the main effects appear to be more important than the Q·E interaction for all the seven traits. This means that most detected loci have a constant effect across environments. Another discovery from this analysis is that Q·E interaction occurs independently, regardless whether the locus has main effect or not. Traditional analysis that evaluates Q·E only on those loci that show significant main effects should be abandoned because that approach will fail to detect a large number of Q·E effects that show no main effects. Table 2 and Figures 1-7 give the summary of the discovery of this study. Detailed information regarding the actual estimated effects and locations of the significance loci are provided in the tables in File S1.
Responding to a reviewer's comment, we also used the mixedmodel approach of Piepho (2005) to analyze these data for comparison. This method is single-point analysis. The linear model is 
where m k is the general mean at the kth locus, a k is the QTL main effect at the kth locus (treated as fixed effect), u km is the mth environmental main effect at the kth locus (treated as random), a km is the Q · E interaction effect in the mth environment at the kth locus (treated as random).
The mixed-model approach of Piepho (2005) was implemented using the MIXED procedure of the SAS system (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). As an example, we only presented in detail the result of the trait named yield. The estimated QTL main effects and Q·E interaction effects are depicted in Figure 8 , where the top panel gives the estimated QTL main effects and the bottom panel shows the estimated Q·E interaction effects. This approach validated most of loci with QTL and Q·E interaction effects detected by the Bayesian analysis except a few places where the Bayesian analysis had extra peaks. For example, the two QTL with the effects in opposite directions in the middle of chromosome 2 detected by the Bayesian analysis disappeared in the mixed-model approach of Piepho (2005) . Moreover, the magnitudes of the estimated QTL main effects and Q·E interaction effects are larger than those estimated by the Bayesian analysis. This comparison showed that the Bayesian analysis may be advantageous over the mixed-model approach. Note that this study is to report the Bayesian analysis of the barley data, not for the purpose of comparing different methods.
DISCUSSION
We used the new Bayesian method developed by Chen et al. (2010) for Q·E interaction. In the original study, the authors used one trait (yield) as an example to demonstrate the method and test the computer program. In this study, we emphasize the application of this new method to Q·E detection for all seven traits measured in the experiment. This is an application study using an advanced statistical method. The 8 main effects and 18 Q·E interaction effects detected by Chen et al. (2010) for yield were all validated by this study. Furthermore, we detected more markers with main and Q·E interaction effects. The difference between the original study of Chen et al. (2010) and this study deserves further discussion. Chen et al. (2010) used 127 markers (all true markers), and they only estimated 127 main effects and 127 Q·E interaction effects. In this study, we used 304 markers (127 true markers and 177 pseudo markers) and estimated 304 main effects and 304 Q·E interaction effects. The additional effects we detected were largely contributed by the inserted pseudo markers. For example, many additional peaks that appeared in this study coincided with pseudo markers in large marker intervals. It was impossible for Chen et al. (2010) to detect these additional effects because they only analyzed the 127 true markers, not the 177 pseudo markers. Comparison of the yield trait between this study and that of Chen et al. (2010) clearly demonstrated the advantage of the pseudo marker insertion approach.
In the original barley QTL mapping experiment, the authors (Tinker et al. 1996) provided some preliminary results about Q·E interactions using the interval mapping (Lander and Botstein 1989) and composite interval mapping approaches (Zeng 1994) . The difference between the interval mapping and the Bayesian mapping in the context of Q·E is that the Bayesian method uses a multivariate (multiple environments in this case) and multiple QTL model. All parameters and significance tests are performed simultaneously within the same model. Advantages of the simultaneous analysis over the oneenvironment-and-one-marker analysis are 3-fold: (a) conclusions are drawn from the result of the same analysis, rather than from separate analyses; (b) significance tests are conducted simultaneously in one experiment, and thus no adjustment is required regarding the experiment-wise Type I error rate; and (c) more effects can be detected using the joint analysis. We examined the Q·E interaction effects detected from the ad hoc interval mapping studies by the original authors of the barley experiment (Tinker et al. 1996) and found that almost all effects detected by Tinker et al. (1996) were also detected in this study. The comparison is summarized in Table 3 . Note that the numbers of QTL main effects and Q·E effects were counted directly from Figure 2 of Tinker et al. (1996) . In addition, we detected more Q·E effects (see the tables in File S1 for detailed information about the results).
In contrast to common Q·E studies (Boer et al. 2007; Cherif et al. 2010; Hayes et al. 1993; Jansen et al. 1995; Li et al. 2007 Li et al. , 2010 Paterson et al. 2003; Piepho 2000; Tinker and Mather 1995; Tinker et al. 1996; Yang et al. 2007) in which QTL effects from each environment are estimated and tested, here we used the variance (a single value) of the QTL effects across all environments as a measurement of Q·E interaction. The test is now based on a single value of variance for each locus. This automatically converts the traditional fixed-model analysis into a random model analysis because we are now estimating and testing a variance component. This random model treatment has eliminated many problems related to the fixed-model analysis. For example, there is little concern about model saturation (overfitting) under the random model framework. When the number of environments increases, the number of parameters to be tested remains the same because there is still only one variance s 2 k per locus. In this research, we used the permutation tests proposed by Chen et al. (2010) for drawing the empirical critical values of the test statistics to decide the significance of the detected QTL effects. In theory, significance test are not required in Bayesian analysis. However, the purpose of this study was to evaluate the genome-wide QTL main effects and Q·E interaction effects. We expected that some estimated QTL main effects and Q·E interaction effects might be detected by chance and thus wanted to exclude the noisy effects. In addition, the Bayesian mapping of Chen et al. (2010) was developed based on a hierarchical model and it is a hybrid method between the Bayesian and the frequentist approaches. The asymptotic theory derived based on the frequentist approach may not apply to the hierarchical model. Therefore, we employed the permutation test to separate the true QTL from the spurious QTL. Understanding the relative importance of Q·E interaction is useful in plant breeding. The way we formulated the Q·E interaction is unique because it is measured as a variance component. The variance across environments reflects the stability of a QTL, in which a larger variance indicates a lower stability of the QTL. From the breeding point of view, understanding Q·E interaction is important in markerassisted selection and breeding. A QTL with less or no Q·E interaction can be utilized in a broad range of conditions, whereas QTL with n N E , number of environments; N Q ,number of main effects; N Q · E ,number of Q·E effects; N Q[Q · E , total number of effects; N Q\Q · E , number of both effects (main and Q·E effects); N Q =N Q[Q · E , proportion of the number of main effect over the total number of effects; N Q · E =N Q[Q · E , proportion of the number of Q·E effects over the total number of effects; N Q =N MK , proportion of the number of main effects over the total number of loci (pseudo and true markers) (N MK 5 304); N Q · E =N MK , proportion of the number of Q·E effects over the total number of loci;N Q[Q · E =N MK , proportion of the number of effects over the total number of loci; M Q , the absolutely value of the largest main effect; M Q · E , the absolute value of the largest Q·E effect. significant Q·E interaction can only be used in the specific environment in which it is detected.
Communicating editor: B. S. Yandell n N QD , number of QTL main effects detected using interval mapping by Tinker et al. (1996) ; N QV , number of main effects validated using Bayesian mapping; N Q · ED , number of Q·E interaction effects detected using interval mapping by Tinker et al. (1996) ; N Q · EV , number of Q·E interaction effects validated using Bayesian mapping.
